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Winners and losers in December 
Best performing funds in price terms in December Worst performing funds in price terms in December 

 (%) 
F&C UK Real Estate 6.1 
Aberdeen New India 4.9 
FastForward Innovations 4.8 
JPMorgan Global Emerging Markets 4.6 
ScotGems 4.5 
Alpha Real Trust 4.4 
Aberdeen Latin American Income 4.3 
NextEnergy Solar 4.1 
Scottish Oriental Smaller Companies 3.7 
Schroder Real Estate 3.4 

 

 (%) 
CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities (34.7) 
Baillie Gifford Japan (15.4) 
Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon (15.1) 
Princess Private Equity (15.0) 
JPMorgan US Smaller Companies (15.0) 
River & Mercantile UK Micro Cap (14.7) 
BB Healthcare (14.6) 
JPMorgan Japan Smaller Companies (12.9) 
Biotech Growth (12.3) 
Acorn Income Fund (12.2) 

 

Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co 

Best performing funds in NAV terms in December Worst performing funds in NAV in December 
 (%) 
Civitas Social Housing 3.7 
India Capital Growth 3.0 
Aberdeen Latin American Income 2.7 
Manchester & London 2.7 
Aseana Properties 2.6 
Ashoka India Equity 2.3 
Terra Capital 1.5 
BlackRock World Mining 1.4 
CVC Credit Partners European Opportunities 1.3 
Green REIT 1.2 

 

 (%) 
Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon (16.4) 
BB Healthcare (14.8) 
Geiger Counter (13.9) 
Atlantis Japan Growth (13.6) 
Baillie Gifford Japan (13.6) 
Jupiter US Smaller Companies (13.4) 
JPMorgan Japan Smaller Companies (13.2) 
Biotech Growth (12.9) 
JPMorgan US Smaller Companies (12.1) 
Worldwide Healthcare (11.8) 

 

Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co 

In what was generally a poor month for markets, few funds 
rose in value, while relatively thin trading over the holiday 
period exacerbated price moves. F&C UK Real Estate’s 
shares have been weak; there was a rumour that they were 
being shorted because of the trust’s exposure to UK retail 
property. It may be that the short was closed in December. 
India had a better month as the oil price continued to slide, 
boosting trusts such as Aberdeen New India, India Capital 
Growth and Ashoka India Equity. The Mexican market rose in 
December to the benefit of funds such as Aberdeen Latin 
American Income. With some Asian market also moving 
upwards, emerging market trusts such as JPMorgan Global 
Emerging Markets, ScotGems and Scottish Oriental Smaller 
Companies also rose. Next Energy Solar Fund’s shares 
spiked towards the end of the year but have retreated since. 

The clear loser was CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities; the 
fallout continues from both the provisions it is making for 
losses from the Californian wildfires and the investigation into 
the conduct of its manager. The US, Canada and Japan all 
saw sharp declines, as concerns built about global economic 
growth. The Japanese trusts seem to have come off worst, 
underperforming their benchmarks. Sentiment turned away 
from growth stocks (favoured by the likes of Baillie Gifford 
Japan and Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon). Some small cap trusts 
were particularly affected (hitting Jupiter US Smaller 
Companies and JPMorgan US Smaller Companies in the US 
and River & Mercantile Micro Cap and Acorn Income in the 
UK). Princess Private Equity dived only to recover in January. 
It was a similar story for the healthcare sector although 
January’s recovery has been aided by a significant takeover. 
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Significant moves in discounts and premiums 
More expensive relative to NAV (notable changes) Cheaper relative to NAV (notable changes) 

% discount (-ve) or premium (+ve) 
 31 Dec 

(%) 
30 Nov 

(%) 
Jupiter Green (2.7) (9.1) 
ScotGems (0.6) (6.5) 
Merchants 3.9 (1.9) 
JPMorgan Global Emg. Markets Income 0.1 (5.7) 
CC Japan Income & Growth 7.2 1.5 

 

% discount (-ve) or premium (+ve) 
 31 Dec 

(%) 
30 Nov 

(%) 
CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities (43.4) (13.3) 
Princess Private Equity (24.0) (9.7) 
El Oro (24.3) (13.6) 
Carador Income Fund (15.2) (5.5) 
Blackstone/GSO Loan Financing (11.4) (3.3) 

 

Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co 

Markets were thin over the holiday period and there were 
some odd moves as a result. Jupiter Green has a discount 
control mechanism designed to ensure that its shares trade 
close to NAV. November’s wide discount looks like an 
anomaly. ScotGems’ shares had drifted out to a 12% discount 
but sustained buying led to a sharp recovery around the 
beginning of December. The other three funds in the table all 
offer above-average levels of income and it may be that they 
were driven up by purchases by private investors. 

CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities has been hit by potential 
NAV write offs and an investigation into the conduct of its 
manager. Princess Private Equity’s wider discount proved 
temporary. El Oro’s discount narrowed when it announced a 
potential rollover into JPMorgan Elect, but the timetable for 
this is somewhat stretched. Investors in Carador Income Fund 
have an opportunity for a rollover into Blackstone/GSO Loan 
Financing, but the discount on that fund widened in 
December, possibly on fears of post-merger indigestion. 

Money raised and returned in December 
Money raised in December Money returned in December 

 (£m) 
SDCL Energy Efficient Income 100.0 
Primary Healthcare Properties 26.3 
Smithson Investment Trust 16.5* 
GCP Asset Backed Income 13.0 
Finsbury Growth & Income 9.7 

 

 (£m) 
NB Global Floating Rate Income 34.5* 
Alliance Trust 10.2* 
Templeton Emerging Markets 8.4* 
Alcentra European Floating Rate Income 4.9* 
JZ Capital Partners 4.6* 

 

Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co Source: Morningstar, Marten & Co, * approximate value of shares at 31/12/18 

The only new issue in December was of SDCL Energy 
Efficient Income, a fund designed to benefit from financing 
schemes aimed at improving energy efficiency such as LED 
lighting. Primary Healthcare Properties issued shares to 
satisfy conversions of its 2019 4.25% guaranteed convertible 
bonds. GCP Asset Backed Income issued £13m shares in a 
placing. Otherwise, funds issued shares to match day-today 
demand. Smithson and Finsbury Growth & Income lead this 

group but Manchester & London, Personal Assets, City of 
London, EJF Investments, Capital Gearing and Scottish 
Mortgage all issued at least £5m worth.  
 
In December we said goodbye to Global Fixed Income 
Realisation, Northern Investors and Juridica. The funds listed 
in the table all regularly repurchase shares. 

Baillie Gifford has been managing investments since 1908. As a 
wholly independent partnership, with no external shareholders 
demanding short-term gains, we can focus on what we do best, 
seeking out long-term investment returns for our clients.  

We are the largest manager of investment trusts in the UK with a 
range of nine trusts. We have an extensive range of OEIC sub-funds 
and manage investments globally for pension funds, institutions and 
charities. 
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December’s major news stories – from our website 

Portfolio developments Corporate news 

• Riverstone Energy sold Sierra Oil & Gas
• Hipgnosis Songs acquired a couple of music catalogues
• Greencoat UK Wind bought a number of wind farms
• Tufton Oceanic invested in three more vessels
• BBGI invested in three PPP projects
• Merian Chrysalis made its first investments
• John Laing Environmental acquired an anaerobic digestion 

plant
• SDCL Energy Efficiency bought its seed portfolio
• Tetragon Financial announced the merger of its GreenOak 

Real Estate investment
• Renewables Infrastructure bought a Swedish wind farm
• Caledonia bought a stake in Stonehage Fleming
• Hg Capital invested in Combell

• Tritax Big Box REIT issued £400m of loan notes
• HarbourVest Global Private Equity got a US dollar quote
• Regional REIT paid down debt
• City Natural Resources changed its name
• Local Shopping REIT’s liquidation was blocked
• SQN Secured Income Fund announced a relaunch
• BlackRock Commodities Income decided not to hold a

tender
• A shareholder put forward proposals for Axa Property
• Edinburgh Worldwide proposed a share split
• Athelney Trust is looking to expand
• CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities is planning a redemption

opportunity
• Lazard World Trust Fund set out wind down proposals

Property news Managers and fees 

• Civitas say impact of regulatory decision on Westmoreland
minimal

• Highcroft sold a warehouse in Southampton
• Land Securities bought site in Southwark
• Standard Life Investments Property Income let a logistics

unit
• Triple Point Social Housing added to its portfolio
• Secure Property Development and Investment sold its non-

Greek assets
• Alpha Real Trust sold its Frankfurt data site
• Tritax Big Box will fund a new logistics facility in Durham
• UK Commercial Property bought a portfolio of warehouses
• Hansteen sold a portfolio to Stenprop

• Ecofin Global Utilities and Infrastructure’s manager
acquired by Tortoise, it also cut its fee

• CatCo Reinsurance Opportunities’s manager is under
investigation

• Henderson EuroTrust tweaked its fee arrangements
• Edinburgh Worldwide cut its fee
• Pacific Horizon cut its management fee
• Schroder UK Mid Cap cut its management fee
• Aberdeen Standard European Logistics cut its fee
• Murray International cut its management fee
• Will Landers will step down as manager of BlackRock Latin

America
• Third Point Offshore is restructuring to cut fees

Visit www.quoteddata.com for more on these and other stories plus in-depth analysis on some funds, the tools 
to compare similar funds and basic information, key documents and regulatory news announcements on every 
investment company quoted in London 
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Income 
Investment companies announcing their full year dividends in December 
Fund Year ended Dividend 

(pence)* 
Change over 

year (%) 
Revenue / 

earnings 
(pence)* 

Cover 

Schroder European Real Estate 30/09/18 7.4 cents +42.0 8.1 cents 1.09x 
Majedie 30/09/18 11.0 +12.8 12.5 1.14x 
BMO Capital & Income 30/09/18 10.95 +2.8 11.7 1.07x 
Ediston Property 30/09/18 5.75 +4.5 6.6 1.15x 
JPMorgan Chinese 30/09/18 3.5 +118.7 4.32 1.23x 
Scottish Investment Trust 31/10/18 21.2 +4.0a +6.0 26.0 1.23x 
Schroder Asia Pacific 30/09/18 9.5 +69.6b 10.08 1.06x 
BlackRock Frontiers 30/09/18 7.4c +1.0cc +7.2 10.13 1.37x 
MedicX 30/09/18 6.04 +0.7 3.9 0.65x 
Standard Life Private Equity 30/09/18 12.4 +3.3 7.99 0.66x 
Invesco Perpetual Enhance Income 30/09/18 5.0 unchanged 4.6 0.92x 
GCP Infrastructure 30/09/18 7.6 unchanged 8.64d 1.14x 
Lowland 30/09/18 54.0 +10.2 58.6 1.09x 
Schroder UK Mid Cap 30/09/18 16.0 +22.1 16.78 1.05x 
BlackRock North American 31/10/18 8.0 +61.6 5.16 0.64x 
Finsbury Growth & Income 30/09/18 15.3 +7.7 16.5 1.08x 
Polar Capital Global Healthcare 30/09/18 2.0 n/a 2.29 1.14x 

http://scottishmortgageit.com
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Fund Year ended Dividend 
(pence)* 

Change over 
year (%) 

Revenue / 
earnings 
(pence)* 

Cover 

Ground Rents Income 30/09/18 3.96 unchanged   
BlackRock Income & Growth 31/10/18 6.9 +4.5 7.09 1.03x 
* unless otherwise specified      

a) 21.2p plus a 4.0p special dividend. Increase and cover figures are for basic dividend. This is 35th year of consecutive dividend increases. 
b) Net revenue after taxation has increased by 77.0% largely due to a change in basis of accounting whereby 75% of indirect costs are 

allocated to capital. 
c) 7.4 cents plus a 1 cent special dividend, increase and cover relate just to the basic dividend. 
d) The company does not separate capital and revenue items in its accounts 

Publications 
 

 

 

Our update note on BlackRock 
Throgmorton Trust highlights the 
added value that its manager has 
been able to extract by exploiting its 
ability to sell companies short. This 
a key point of difference between 
this trust and competing funds. 

 

 

Our independent guide to quoted 
investment companies is an 
invaluable tool for anyone who 
wants to brush up on their 
knowledge of the investment 
companies’ sector. Register on 
www.quoteddata.com if you would 
like it emailed to you directly. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

This note was prepared by Marten & Co (which 
is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority).  

This note is for information purposes only and 
is not intended to encourage the reader to deal 
in the security or securities mentioned within it. 

Marten & Co is not authorised to give advice to 
retail clients. The note does not have regard to 
the specific investment objectives, financial 
situation and needs of any specific person who 
may receive it. 

This note has been compiled from publicly 
 

available information. This note is not directed 
at any person in any jurisdiction where (by 
reason of that person’s nationality, residence or 
otherwise) the publication or availability of this 
note is prohibited. 

Accuracy of Content: Whilst Marten & Co uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from sources which we believe to be reliable and to ensure 
that the information in this note is up to date and accurate, we make no representation or warranty that the information contained in this note is 
accurate, reliable or complete. The information contained in this note is provided by Marten & Co for personal use and information purposes generally. 
You are solely liable for any use you may make of this information. The information is inherently subject to change without notice and may become 
outdated. You, therefore, should verify any information obtained from this note before you use it. 

No Advice: Nothing contained in this note constitutes or should be construed to constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice. 

No Representation or Warranty: No representation, warranty or guarantee of any kind, express or implied is given by Marten & Co in respect of any 
information contained on this note. 

Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Marten & Co shall not be liable for any direct or indirect losses, damages, costs or 
expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in connection with the access to, use of or reliance on any information contained on this note. In 
no circumstance shall Marten & Co and its employees have any liability for consequential or special damages. 

Governing Law and Jurisdiction: These terms and conditions and all matters connected with them, are governed by the laws of England and Wales 
and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts. If you access this note from outside the UK, you are responsible for ensuring 
compliance with any local laws relating to access. 

No information contained in this note shall form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any offer or commitment whatsoever in  
any jurisdiction. 

Investment Performance Information: Please remember that past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future and that the 
value of shares and the income from them can go down as well as up. Exchange rates may also cause the value of underlying 
overseas investments to go down as well as up. Marten & Co may write on companies that use gearing in a number of forms that can 
increase volatility and, in some cases, to a complete loss of an investment. 
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